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There is no doubt that application monitoring
and troubleshooting will evolve with the shift to
modern applications. The only question is: are you
ready? Here are five steps to ensure your journey
to manage your modern application is successful.

Modern applications leverage new architectures such as IaaS, PaaS and microservices
and embrace new DevOps and agile processes to drive differentiated customer
experiences. These new approaches blur the traditional relationships between discrete
technology layers and organizational teams in the interest of accelerating business
innovation. The outcome? Modern application management becomes an order of
magnitude more difficult.
The solution to improving modern application management can be found in one of the
most overlooked IT assets: machine data. Machine data consists of oceans of
unstructured and semi-structured log files and structured time-series metrics. Managing
log files and metrics requires a solution that, unlike today’s home-grown and onpremises packaged solutions, is built from the ground up to scale to the volume, variety
and velocity of today’s rapidly proliferating machine data and can unify logs and metrics
for unprecedented application visibility. Cloud-native platforms offer the best delivery
option as they are designed from the ground up for elasticity, scalability and self-service.
The following paper outlines the different ways in which the next generation in machine
data analytics can dramatically improve your modern applications performance—and
thus your business performance. The five steps to better application monitoring and
troubleshooting can help you reduce application downtime, become more proactive and
optimize the customer experience.
In summary, they are:

1

Troubleshoot and get quickly to root-cause analysis

2

Uncover unknown issues lurking within your application

3

Move from reactive to proactive management

4

Monitor and optimize user experience

5

Break down the barriers between teams and technologies
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Step 1: Troubleshoot and get quickly to
root-cause analysis

in one fell swoop. Proper machine data collection and retention,

When something goes wrong in a distributed modern application,

diagnosis and resolution.

coupled with advanced analytics, is key to immediate and accurate

troubleshooting and root-cause analysis can take hours or even days,
impacting revenues and needlessly wasting resources. The ability to

Today’s machine data analytics platforms collect, process and

quickly isolate the problematic application server, container or even

analyze all your application logs and time-series metrics in real

a single line of code dramatically reduces mean-time to identification

time—regardless of volume, variety or velocity. You can query real-

(MTTI) and mean-time to resolution (MTTR). But that ability requires a

time relevant information that your applications and underlying

powerful and fast machine data analytics platform that enables you to

infrastructure generate, then quickly narrow down the root causes to

correlate across your entire application and underlying infrastructure

get your applications and even microservices running again.
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Moving from reactive to proactive management is the nirvana of modern application management.

Step 2: Uncover unknown issues lurking
within your application

Step 3: Move from Reactive to Proactive

When troubleshooting an application issue, developers and operators

modern applications management. If you’re using machine-learning

sometimes have a specific string such as a session id, a transaction id

analytics to respond to application issues, why not use that same data

or an error code that they can track or trace (search) in their machine

to become more proactive? For example, if you deploy a major patch

data. This enables them to find other related events (around the same

(application, component or infrastructure), why wait for an issue to

time and from the same application) and perform root-cause analysis.

occur? How about looking for patterns that may differ from the initial

Moving from reactive to proactive management is the nirvana of

since deployment (even though no alarm event is generated) and
Often, however, a specific string search is not sufficient, or the IT

identify problems before they occur?

operations team lacks the specific code on which to search. In those
cases, the ability to organize the machine data into patterns will enable

Keeping your applications running should not involve fighting one fire

you to find the irregularity. Machine-learning technologies can do

after another. To keep applications running smoothly, it’s important

exactly that: organize (cluster) the vast amount of machine data into

to set up proactive monitoring based on precise rules and machine-

familiar patterns and isolate the anomalous event.

learning algorithms to help detect issues before they turn into
critical events. The right solution should be able to deliver proactive

Some machine-learning technologies go beyond pattern extraction

notifications based on specific conditions or new patterns seen in

in reference to “normal” periods, by mining the machine data to track

machine data with near-zero latency.

and analyze pattern changes that represent failures or degradation
of service. By applying machine-learning algorithms to your data,

Conditions can be extremely precise and can describe, for example,

unknown issues can be quickly identified and resolved, often before

a number of occurrences of a specific type of exception. More

your users and/or business are negatively impacted.

importantly, they should be configurable to notify you when patterns
in logs deviate from the baseline seen within data during normal
application operations. These types of notifications improve response
time and help uncover new important conditions within applications
before outages or performance degradations occur.
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Step 4: Monitor and optimize user experience

Step 5: Break down the Barriers

Once you have analyzed application performance in detail, the next

As companies move to adopt modern applications to differentiate

step is improving the customer experience. This is especially critical

their services and drive revenue faster than ever before, they are also

for modern applications in which software provides competitive

adopting new development processes and breaking down the silos

differentiation and drives revenue. The teams who develop, operate,

between organizations. Modern applications rely on new technologies

market and sell these applications need to be able to glean insights

such as IaaS, PaaS and containerization and new processes such as

into which features are driving customer engagement, where usage

agile and DevOps to support continuous innovation. Companies are

drop-offs are and what the overall user experience is.

breaking down the barriers between engineering, operations and even
security teams. This digital transformation requires a new, integrated

Machine data analytics solutions can help companies quickly gain

approach to building, running and securing modern applications.

a deep understanding of what works and what doesn’t for their
customers. Without any new instrumentation, you can collect and

Operations teams have long worked to create a single source of truth

analyze logins, page load times, URL requests, form posts and

to accelerate troubleshooting and root-cause analysis. Now that

engagement duration and determine how customers interact with

companies are embracing DevOps and bringing security into code

your application.

development and application monitoring, the need for a single source
of truth is greater than ever.

By applying advanced analytics and visualization you can zero in on:
•• Most-used features

Machine data in the form of log files and time-series metrics can

•• Which features are hard to discover

provide this single source of truth across the build, run and secure

•• Confusing workflows

lifecycle of modern applications. Rather than trying to coordinate

•• User adoption

across siloed tools, teams can collaborate using shared, real-time

•• Customer drop off due to long processing times

dashboards, reports and searches to drive greater visibility and
ultimately greater user satisfaction. All teams have access to the
same information at the same time.
Log files and metric files have traditionally resided in different
systems, making it difficult to provide the requisite visibility for
troubleshooting modern applications. By combining metrics and log
file data, you can determine service-level degradations and perform
root-cause analysis across the entire application lifecycle.

By applying advanced analytics to logs and time-series metrics, you accelerate troubleshooting and drive business, operational and security insights.
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Considering Sumo Logic

Sumo Logic delivers:

Sumo Logic is a machine-data analytics service that helps

•• Instant Value. With Sumo Logic’s cloud-native SaaS offering,

organizations build, deploy, run and secure their modern applications.

you can get started in minutes and have access to all the latest

It simplifies how machine data are collected and analyzed so

capabilities without the need for time-consuming, expensive

that organizations can gain deep visibility across their full application

upgrades. You can start small and expand as your business grows.

and infrastructure stacks. With Sumo Logic, you can correlate

•• Elastic Scalability. Sumo Logic’s multi-tenant architecture

logs and time-series metrics to accelerate application delivery,

scales on demand to support rapid application growth and cloud

monitor and troubleshoot in real time and improve security and

migration. The service overcomes the limitations of traditional

compliance posture.

architectures by allowing organizations to burst as needed without
manual intervention.
•• Proven Proactive Analytics. Sumo Logic is known for powerful
machine learning and advanced analytics. It leverages machine
learning to make sense of expected and unexpected behavior
across environments with pattern, anomaly and outlier detection.
•• Security by Design. Sumo Logic is the industry’s benchmark in
delivering secure SaaS. It has achieved the highest level of security
certification to protect your data, such as: CSA STAR, PCI DSS 3.1
Service Provider Level 1, ISO 27001, SOC 2, Type II Attestation, FIPS
140 Level 2 and HIPAA.
•• Reliability. SLAs on availability and performance ensure the service
is always on and delivering high performance.
You can get started with a free trial of Sumo Logic today and
improve the monitoring and troubleshooting of your applications and

Sumo Logic ingests, correlates and analyzes multiple types of data to accelerate the
building, running and securing of modern applications.

underlying infrastructure—in minutes. Try Sumo Logic for Free:
www.sumologic.com/signup-free/.
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